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Review



Partial Sticky Price Model 

• Here γ > 0 instead of γ > 0 (Simple sticky 
price model)
• First we examine adjustment from 
disequilibrium (relative to flexible price 
equilibrium)
• Then we examine shocks starting from 
flexible price equilibrium



Partial Sticky 
Price

• Consider period “t” 
3 years

• “short run”: 2 years 
(sr)

• “medium run” 3rd

year (mr)

• 0 subscript denotes 
equilibrium

• f superscript 
denotes flexible 
price equilibrium



Dynamic 
Response to 
Shock to 
Neoclassical 
Eq’m: Money

• Monetary 
shock

• Blue arrow –
short run

• Gray arrow –
medium run



Dynamics in Response to a Monetary Shock



Comparing Dynamics: Simple vs. Partial Sticky Price



Shocks in the New Keynesian 
Model



Dynamic 
Response to 
Shock to 
Neoclassical 
Eq’m: IS shock

• ↑At+1, ↑Gt, 
↓Gt+1

• Blue arrow –
short run

• Gray arrow –
medium run



Dynamics in Response to an IS Shock



Dynamic 
Response to 
Shock to 
Neoclassical 
Eq’m: prod’y
shock

• ↑At

• Blue arrow –
short run

• Gray arrow –
medium run



Dynamics in Response to a Productivity Shock





The Phillips Curve





From NK Aggregate Supply to Phillips curve

Let

Assumes that firms set prices so that level expected to set 
output to Yf.



Simple Phillips curve Instability



Is Expected Inflation Constant?

Survey of Professional Forecasters



Can Monetary Policy Keep Output 
above Potential?

•Suppose monetary authority wants to keep 
output above potential indefinitely
•Could it continue to increase the money 
supply (i.e., not just one-shot)
•Partial sticky price model implies the answer 
is “yes”
•As long as expected inflation is not affected
•But expected inflation is unlikely to stay 
unaffected



Anticipated 
Monetary 
Policy

If price level 
set exactly 
right, money is 
neutral even 
with partially 
sticky prices



Can Disinflation 
Be Painless?

• Yes, if 
monetary 
policy 
perfectly 
anticipated

• Anticipated 
means 
“credibly” 
expected



Can Disinflation 
Be Painless?

• No, if 
monetary 
policy not 
perfectly 
anticipated

• That’s why 
central bank 
credibility is 
important



Sacrifice Ratio

•For US during the Volcker disinflation, around 
2
•Close to zero now?
•Because of greater central bank credibility?



Expectations Formation



Summary: Coibion, Gorodnichenko, Kamdar

“While the rational expectations revolution has 
allowed for great leaps in macroeconomic modeling, 
the surveyed empirical microevidence appears 
increasingly at odds with the full-information rational 
expectation assumption.” 

“…we demonstrate how incorporating survey data on 
inflation expectations can address a number of 
otherwise puzzling shortcomings that arise under the 
assumption of full-information rational 
expectations.”



Phillips curve estimates have looked 
“unstable”

•Over time, the estimates of gamma have appeared 
to change substantially
•Sometimes the “slack” variable doesn’t seem to be 

statistically important
•Estimation of the Phillips curve requires a proxy for 

“expected inflation”
•What should we use?
• Lucas uses FIRE



FIRE vs. Alternatives

•FIRE = “Full Information Rational 
Expectations” 
•In steady state equilibrium, ex post 
realizations should be an unbiased measure 
of expected inflation
•Could have big variance, but mean zero 
errors
•This is what we teach in basic macro, finance; 
allows the “McCallum replacement”…



Alternatives to FIRE

•Sticky information (Mankiw - Reis): Infrequent 
updating, but when done, goes to FIRE
•Noisy information/rational inattention: Either 

observe variables with noise, or limit attention to 
certain variables.
•Both predict mean forecast will under-respond 

relative to actual variable
•Empirical implication: Mean ex post forecast errors 

will be predictable
•Coibion and Gorodnichenko show survey data

conform to these predictions



Implication

•The instability should disappear with better 
measure of expected inflation
•But how do we get those alternative 
measures?



From NK Aggregate Supply to Phillips curve

Let

Assumes that firms set prices so that level expected to set 
output to Yf.



A Little Algebra for Conventional Curve



Alternatives:

•Could substitute lagged inflation (or 
distributed lag of inflation), what’s called 
adaptive, termed “naïve” in article.
•Or could substitute survey based
expectations



Re-state Phillips curve using unemployment
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Adaptive expectations doesn’t work well



Using Economists’ expectations doesn’t work 
well either



Household expectations do better



Conclusions

• With the partial sticky price model, adjustment of the price 
level takes place over time within the period t
• If the economy is away from the medium run (flexible price)

equilibrium, the price level will adjust so as to return output
to potential output
• Starting from medium run equilibrium, monetary and IS 

shocks can result in output deviating from potential 
temporarily
• Changes in current productivity or the disutility of work can 

affect potential GDP and short run aggregate supply 
permanently
• Depending on how expectations are formed, disinflation

can be costless – or nearly so
• FIRE is not the best characterization of how expectations

are formed


